
Kihon kata Notes
Shikake waza 

 kakarite sets up the 
waza

 motodachi does NOT 
move when kakarite 
does 1st step back 
(zanshin)

1. men, kote, do, tsuki motodachi:
 L hand stays center when opening
 move tip to R but even level for men
 move tip up and L for kote
 drop tip to R for tsuki
 after kote → tip goes over kakarite tip when 

returning to kamae
2. kote men 3 steps back total for kakarite
3. harai men  use shinogi

 1 motion (harai during upswing for men), 
NOT harai → upswing → men

 harai as you step FWD
 floating right foot → do NOT plant right foot

4. men hiki do  kakarite’s tsuba on top of motodachi’s at 
tsubazeriai

 kakarite deliberate push down at tsubazeriai 
→ initiate opening of do

Oji waza 
 kakarite reacts
 both motodachi and 

kakarite move for 
zanshin step

*** kata 7 – debana kote is 
shikake waza ***

5. men nuki do  kakarite body, waist, feet point FWD
 kakarite face and eyes point to motodachi
 motodachi L shoulder in line with kakarite L 

shoulder → kakarite do NOT take huge 
diagonal step 

 take as many steps back to center → no set #
 natural steps back to center, not huge steps

6. kote suriage men  same floating foot as #3 → half step back → 
do NOT plant foot → 1 motion only

 motodachi must actually execute kote 
properly

7. debana kote

***shikake waza***

 motodachi open kote like in #1 → only move 
R foot FWD

 kakarite hit small kote
 kakarite 1st step back = zanshin, 2nd step = 

center
8. men kaeshi do

it’s not a block → it’s 
more of diverting 
opponent’s sword

 use shinogi → NOT cutting edge
 1 motion, NOT block → pause → hit do
 divert with shinogi on upswing → hit do 

down → no pause
 divert motodachi shinai same time as taking 

diagonal step FWD
 same details as #5

9. do uchi otoshi men  same floating foot as #3 → half step diagonal 
back → do NOT plant foot → 1 motion only



 natural steps back to center

General notes:
 Proper posture
 metsuke – attitude that this is a life and death situation, maintain eye-to-eye contact and 

tension, NOT looking at target
 maai and seme
 execute cuts in 1 motion → no pauses
 monouchi, shinogi, and hasuji
 instill fundamentals in body, soul, attitude → take LOTS of practice
 partners assumed as equal status vs kendo kata with the teacher/student uchidachi/shidachi 

roles
 motodcahi still initiates
 strong kiai (Men!), not drawn out (Meeeeeeen!)
 cut with the back foot → NOT with front foot (no fumikomi)
 en – don’t be like robots, have the tension, feeling
 kote upswing not as big as men upswing → only enough to clear face and see target
 must hit at monouchi → not too far out or too deep in
 at shinsa, kata number and names will be called out for safety purposes since dealing with 

assumed beginners
o announcer: “bokuto ni yoru…” →  both rei
o announcer: “kihon kata #1, men, kote …. Hai!” → start


